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About

MHZ products afﬁx easily to any window and offer
many customization and styling options to suit any
taste and design aesthetic.
Their unique designs, exceptional quality and
functionality, like the top down, bottom up option
makes MHZ products perfect for any type of home.

1

MHZ - PANEL

Perfect for ﬂoor to ceiling windows and large window
fronts, the MHZ panel shade is a perfect option. The
system can be arranged to use a number of panels,
varying widths, and lengths in order to meet the unique
needs of your space and it’s architecture.

Key Advantages:
*tailor-made according to your wishes
*shading of large window areas
*also possible as room partition
*colour-coordinated patterns
*qualities in large range of colours for
individual colour combinations
*technically equipped fabrics for the
most diverse areas of application

2

MHZ - PLEATED

Discover the pleated shade collection from MHZ. New and innovative products
bring great solutions to your needs. Their reﬁned manufacturing techniques have
led to the creation of extraordinary new fabrics. This includes new structures,
transparencies and effects. These new fabrics create a variety of aesthetic
functions while fulﬁlling the function of adjusting natural light coming into your
space.

Key Advantages:
*tailor-made according to your wishes
*ﬂexible light guidance
*shading of large window areas
*easy installation between glazing beads
*colour-coordinated patterns
*available in a variety of special shapes
*suitable for skylights
*large range of colours for individual colour combinations
*adhesive (screw less) mounting option
*top down/ bottom up taut system, without unsightly strings
on glass
*available up to 180cm (70.8”) in width

3

MHZ - ROLLER

Modern and straightforward, the roller shades blends sleek design with
quality and functionality to ensure that your living space or workspace is
comfortable and attractive. Various degrees of transparency and shade
are achieved by different choices in fabric. The roller shade is a simple
construction and the MHZ product is uncomplicated and very practical.

Key Advantages:
*tailor-made according to your wishes
*complete blackout possible with side guide and bottom rail
*installation in the glazing bead possible
*simple operation
*ﬁnely graduated locking of the hanging
*large selection of colours and the most diverse structures
within the collection
*adhesive (screw less) mounting option
*top down OR bottom up installation

4

MHZ - ROMAN

A combination of skilled workmanship and design oriented materials go
hand in hand to create beautiful shades for any room. Exclusive fabric
options in different transparencies, colours, and patterns turn any window
into a work of art. The hardware is sophisticated and high quality,
ensuring a long service life.

Key Advantages:
*tailor-made according to your wishes
*over 270 fabrics with a large selection of colours and the most
diverse patterns and transparencies
*very textile-like character
*fabrics easily removable for cleaning or replacement
suitable for special window shapes
*all fabrics are made of Trevira CS and are ﬂame resistant
*top down / bottom up option
*adhesive (screw less) mounting option

5

MHZ - VENETIAN

A combination of skilled workmanship and design oriented materials go hand
in hand to create beautiful shades for any room. Exclusive fabric options in
different transparencies, colours, and patterns turn any window into a work of
art. The hardware is sophisticated and high quality, ensuring a long service
life.

Key Advantages:
*Tailor-made according to your wishes
*Flexible light guidance
*Colour combinations within a hanging possible
*Easy installation between or in front of glazing beads
*Complete thermo-stop
*Twin Line top-down, bottom-up versatility
*Adjustment made with rotary knob
*Suitable for skylights and custom shaped windows
*Also suitable for particularly narrow windows and *Ribbon
windows
*Suitable for damp locations
*More than 110 colours (Multicoloured hanging available for
all models)
*Hand made in Germany

6

MHZ - VERTICAL

The MHZ vertical/venetian shade allows for optimal lighting regardless of the
position of the sun. With our Perlex and other coatings on the back side of
the slats light can be effectively reﬂected, offering a high level of privacy and
glare protection. Perfectly suited for large window areas, doors, transom
windows, and more, these are an effective purpose made as well as
aesthetic shading option.

Key Advantages:
*tailor-made according to your wishes
*ﬂexible light guidance
*shading of large window areas
*colour-coordinated patterns
*large range of colours for individual colour combinations
*adhesive (screw less) mounting option
*3 Slat sizes: 127mm (5”), 89mm (3.5”) and 250mm (10”)
*available for curved and sloped situations
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